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ABSTRACT
Automotive development has been dominated by the
constraints of driving. However, natural relations to the
more general area of Intelligent User Interfaces exist.
Previous research in related fields therefore should be
adopted and included. The aim of the 2011 MIAA work-
shop is to foster discussion between experts in otherwise
unrelated fields of research. For example, public inter-
faces use crossmodal referencing in order to circumvent
restrictions by the users current focus on a limited com-
munication channel. Our aim is to raise awareness for
this approach, concluding that crossmodal references in
the car are helpful to bridge the gap between informa-
tion inside the car and the environment. Another focus
topic of the workshop is eco-friendly driving. Although
universally regarded as a necessity, it remains an open
question how to encourage drivers to drive ecologically.
We discuss for example awards for eco-friendly driving
by making it competitive and game-like.
ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.2 Information interfaces and presentation: User In-
terfaces, User-centered design

General Terms
Design,Human factors

INTRODUCTION
Developing Driver Assistance Systems is a very complex
task which has to take a lot of specifics of the driving
context into account and deal with a large number of
constraints. Automotive UI systems differ from con-
ventional user interface (UI) systems in a number of
ways. Driving, the primary task, has a natural pri-
ority over interactions and presentations as secondary
and tertiary tasks. Hence, a special focus of the ap-
plication development is always on the distraction of
the driver, attempting to keep it as minimal as possi-
ble, i.e. communicate non-intrusively with the driver.
The dynamic of a changing spatial environment leads
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to constant replanning of tasks, and multiple presenta-
tion tasks are competing for limited output resources
(e.g. displays). However, natural relations to the more
general area of Intelligent User Interfaces (IUI) exist.
Public user interfaces, for example, are often limited by
spatial constraints. At the same time, information pre-
sented to the user needs to be as clear and unambiguous
as possible in order to avoid confusion and to minimize
the service personell required. A common multimodal
fission [2] approach is to use a limited communication
channel that is likely to be in the focus of the user to
refer to a more suitable communication channel. Eco-
friendly driving has become a major issue in the auto-
motive field. But even with an enormous progress in
eco-friendly technology, its effectiveness is still widely
depending on the individual drivers behavior. Persua-
sion [5] and the impact of the human factor is the focus
of discussion here.

COMBINED RESEARCH APPROACH
Comparatively little research has been done on stan-
dardized, generic presentation languages for in-car pre-
sentations and on multimodal fission concepts for com-
municating a dialogue response or information to the
driver. Most of these questions have been tackled in a
similar form in the field of multimodal interfaces. We
argue that multimodal presentation languages such as
M3L [7] or MMIL [6] as well as user interface description
languages like e.g. DISL, AbstractHMI, or VW-XML
should be adopted and extended for the automotive do-
main. Combining these two approaches gives us power-
ful tools for presentations. Furthermore, we need a so-
phisticated device management [1], which is definitely
needed for a complex environment such as a car. Re-
search on Intelligent Environments [8] has done that for
more than a decade now; we argue that results should
be taken from there, and be adapted carefully. Thus,
we now look at the car as a special form of Intelligent
Environment with explicit multimodal fission. On the
other hand, automotive research is not just including
work from other research areas, but also contributes an
exciting new point of view to an interdisciplinary ef-
fort trough the Car2X concept. Its core part consists of
wireless communication between cars, motorcycles and
infrastructure, which become highly mobile nodes in an
ad hoc network. Applications for Car2X technology are
mainly safety related.
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Referencing across visual displays can be found at
public stations for returning empties - both bottles as
well as boxes of bottles. Once the user has finished re-
turning the bottles, he can push a button and have a
refund voucher printed for store credit. The main part
of the user interface is located on the upper part of
the machine and consists of a screen, a button and the
voucher-printer. However, when inserting boxes in the
hatch, the users focus is most likely at the bottom part
of the device. If at that time a problem occurs, e.g.
the tape being stuck or the storage space exhausted, a
small one-line display right above the hatch lights up
and informs the customer about a problem being ex-
plained in more detail on the screen. Another example
of crossmodal referencing spanning differnet modalities
(visual and auditory) can be found at train stations and
airports. The display showing the departure times has
only limited space for additional information, so if there
is an important information to be added, the passen-
ger sees a short note “please listen to announcement”,
which is sufficient to raise his awareness of the situation
and if necessary he can turn off his mp3 player to hear
the announcement. The previous examples illustrate
two dimensions of crossmodal referencing. One being
references between spatially distributed visual output
devices of differnet capabilities. The other is the refer-
ence between two modalities, such as referring visually
to an audio announcement or vice versa. Transferring
this concept to the car will add another dimension: Re-
ferring from internal output channels to external chan-
nels or even the other way around. The other two di-
mensions can be applied as well, using several dimen-
sions simultaneous is possible. We conclude that cross-
modal references in the car are helpful to bridge the
gap between information inside the car and the envi-
ronment.

We discuss attempts to turn eco-friendly driving in
a game-like competitive event and thus making it more
desirable. [3] already investigated the acceptance of eco-
persuasive interfaces. Social networks have become very
popular over the past few years. Their original purpose
was to connect to people and stay in touch with your
social environments. Nowadays however, they serve ad-
ditional functions, such as enhanced personal visibility
and as a platform for earning digital status symbols like
the number of your followers or the amount of positive
feedback on your activities. We will use these effects
by publishing above-average results in eco-friendly driv-
ing on a platform such as facebook, so that drivers can
compete in earning points for their driving style. While
connecting to a social platform is relatively straight-
forward, the question where to obtain suitable data of
the cars gas consumption while not putting too much
(expensive) additional equipment in the car is rather
difficult. Furthermore there is the decision how and in
what way the drivers eco-scores should be measured and
published. We approach these problems as follows: In
a first step, data from personal nomadic devices such as
smartphones will be used for an estimate of the driver

eco-score. Most modern smartphones have the ability to
determine the current GPS position and we can use that
in order to determine the driving speed. Although this
is just a very rough estimate, we still can tell that driv-
ing at a constant speed of 100 mph is not very ecolog-
ical. Self-reporting could be an alternative, but opens
up some confidence issues. Some manufacturers further-
more already offer USB interfaces to download driving
information. These data can be processed for a more
detailed eco analysis. Based on the assumption that ob-
taining information from the car will become more and
more easy and detailed, we plan on gradually improving
the eco score measuring, and we would like to encourage
the community to use our prototype and make a joint
effort to improve it. Social networks are just one part
of the youldeco concept. Other ideas such as an ani-
mated character commenting on the drivers eco score
on safe presentation times can be combined with it and
seemlessly integrated.
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